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around her feet. She wears a big fashionable straw hat

and severe sunglasses. Her brother is building a tiered

sandcastle nearby. The same radio song is playing.

LANCE

Where've ya been?

ALICE

Nowhere.

LANCE

Your eyes were closed and you were kinda mumbling

something.

ALICE

I was just thinking.

LANCE

About what?

ALICE

About places I wanna go.

LANCE

What do you mean? Where are you going?

An empty flat length of highway with a light dusting of

snow dissolves up from white. Only the sound of wind is

heard. The camera is stationary. After a few minutes

something becomes visible off in the distance heading to-

wards the camera. As it approaches we see that it is a

horse dyed pink with a large feathery plume on its head. It

races past the camera. Soon, another two show horses

tethered to each other race past, behind them is a flatbed

truck lying on its side.

Alice sits in a lawn chair behind a suburban house. Her

younger brother Lance is nearby trying to make a snow-

man from the little bit of snow clinging to the grass. 

ALICE

It's supposed to snow tonight.

LANCE

I can't wait for tomorrow.

Alice rocks back and forth in her chair humming along

with a popular song that's playing on the radio. Her eyes

are closed.

Alice sits in a lawn chair on a beach. The water laps 

















--Sitting alongside the canal out the back door of
the Paradiso on a slate-grey stone table &
benches--the canal is glinting, bikes cars boats.
These brief trips become like little poems--tiny
image-flashes. A dapper guy in small motorboat 

    drives by, jeans jacket and shades, blasting
some psychedelic sitar music, shaggy brown
dog on boat w him.  The light here always im-
presses me--the way it glints off the canals--the
way it beams thru all the glass windows…







Some drunk in Freo bar comes hurrying up to me, I
can’t tell what he’s getting at.  He has something to
give me, but he doesn’t have it.  Can I wait while he
goes runs to get it?  What is it?  Something, he says,
slurry and cryptic.  Taxi is coming—I’ve got to get
outta here—been out in the salty bush all day—mar-
veling at the pink bark of salmon gum trees and the
28 Parrots dragging the car, and shot gun shells;
afraid of Coffin Cheaters cycle gangs but loving the
golden landscape of Aussie cut wheatfields lone
green trees standing mute on the    scorched horizon.
It’s a record he wants to give me—old fashioned vinyl
he wants me to carry out.  I know nothing about the
hard ice or feet out from under a glancing blow.  It’s
dry and hot here, even in darkness.  I’ve gotta go—
taxi is here—moon is bright on clouds, water glinting
and mysterious below me.  I’ll call you from LA the
minute we touch down, and expect to hear yr sweet
voice.  After that I’ll tell you everything then we’ll keep
talking and never stop.























WATER DAYS / JOURS D’EAU

LEAH SINGER & LEE RANALDO 

Running time : 45 minutes

The sound work Water Days was realized with the assistance of  l’Atelier de
Création Radiophonique (ACR), France Culture.

Most sounds recorded in Chatou, France and New York City, 2008 
by Lee Ranaldo.

Mixed at Echo Canyon West, NJ.  
Balance engineer: Aaron Mullan.

French ‘Water Days’ voices recorded at Atelier Creation Radiophonique, Paris, by
Gilles Mardirossian. 

Voices: Laure Salmona, Isabel Leyo, Carson McCullers, Robert Smithson, Lee
Ranaldo.  Water Days voices: Raphaëlle Gitlis & Leah Singer, Christophe Sauger &

Lee Ranaldo.

Thank you: Sylvie Boulanger, Daniel Kurjakovic, Agnes b, Danièle Rivière; Vincent
Romagny, Anne-Laure Sacriste, Laure Salmona, Christine Campion, Sebastien
Ruiz, Jean-Baptiste Caron, Sandra Doublet, Marie-Dolma Chophel and every-
one at Centre national de l’estampe et de l’art imprimé, Chatou; Jacob Fabri-
cius; Frank Smith and Gilles Mardirossian at Radio France Culture, Paris; A

Constructed World (Jacqui Riva & Geoff Lowe) for the electric guitar;
Philippe Langlois; Jan Van Woensel; Richard Julin, Magasin 3, Stock-
holm; Tara Fracalossi & Thom Lail, HVCC Gallery, Troy NY; Roland
Groenenboom, Mona Weiner,   Severine Superheights, Jeff Guess,

Cameron Jamie, David Shrigley, Brigitte Fontaine & Areski
Belkacem, Rhys Chatham, John Giorno, Samon Takahashi,

Elein Fleiss, Z Behl, Franck Leibovici, Rik Bas Backer,
Maison Martin Margiela, Pip Chodorov, Xavier

Garcia Bardon, Josh & Benny Safdie,
Eleonore Hendricks, Cody,

Sage & Frey.




